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Introduction: Families matter

Families and their ‘practices’ (what goes on inside them) are highly significant to local, national and supranational governments because, however constituted, they are the micro-ecology in which emotional and material needs are met for the majority of people. Families are essential for social cohesion, the socialisation of children and individual well-being, they are the base from which children and adults can learn, work, and contribute to society. They play an indispensable role in care, particularly for vulnerable members of society, such as the disabled and elderly.

Governments therefore have a vital interest in the welfare and practices of families under their purview and are concerned with how they are structured. For example, a consultation paper from the UK Government in 2010 states that ‘Strong families give children love, identity, a personal history and a secure base from which to explore and enjoy life as they grow up. Strong families also help build strong communities, so they are crucial for a successful society’ [1].

Research justifies treating families as both problem and solution to a range of social ills. For example, children being raised in dysfunctional family settings are at greater risk of engaging in criminal activity during adolescence and later in life, while a supportive family acts as a protective factor against such an outcome [2]. Widespread family breakdown is symptomatic, or even to a certain extent causal, of wider social breakdown, given its association with a wide range of social problems, whereas supportive families are the bedrock and foundation of a cohesive society [3]. Some level of government intervention is justifiable and necessary if only to create the conditions in which strong families can flourish.

This essay will look at why family policy is important and what should fall within its purview given its strong influence on the economic life of nations, and how an increasingly connected world can create new challenges to families that also require a policy response at supra-national level. It will conclude with a defence of intervention in terms of the end goal it is seeking – strong and stable families in which adults and children are able to flourish with far less assistance and interference from governments than current levels of family breakdown allow.

Significance of social cohesion and how it is linked to family cohesion

Social cohesion is important for national and local governments because its presence or lack strongly influences the ability of a country or community to collaborate to make progress [4] and determines the degree of trust that exists between people. According to Judith Maxwell, ‘Social cohesion refers to the processes of building shared values and communities of interpretation, reducing disparities in wealth and income, and generally enabling people to have a sense that they are engaged in a common enterprise, facing shared challenges, and that they are members of the same community’ [5].
Social scientists with very different political philosophies agree that families matter greatly for social cohesion. Brenda Almond states that ‘The family is and always has been the foundation of communities in which the cherishing of each individual can flourish’ [6], while Anthony Giddens emphasizes that strong family ties, ‘part of the wider fabric of social life’, can be an effective source of civic cohesion [7]. Family cohesion, ‘the emotional bonding that family members have toward one another’ [8], can facilitate key processes contributing to wider social cohesion, such as the development of a moral disposition or ‘character’, the provision of mutual support and care, and the generation of a sense of personal and group identity.

- **Development of character**
  Alexis de Tocqueville described the family as the first institution to teach ‘habits of the heart’ and discourage the worst excesses of individualism by emphasizing responsibilities to others [9]. Ideally, children develop a sense of how relationships, rights and duties function and acquire essential life skills by seeing how their parents react to them, to any siblings and to each other.

- **Provision of mutual support and care**
  The family is one of the welfare ‘pillars’ of society [10] with family members providing informal support for each other based on two strong principles: a sense of moral responsibility – the feeling that it is right to help each other, and an awareness of reciprocity – the need for help to be given and received in a reasonably balanced way [11]. Such informal support – and the pooling of risks – usually extends beyond the nuclear household to the extended family. The sociologist Michael Young emphasised to British social planners in the 1950s that ‘many working class families operate continuously as agencies for mutual aid of all kinds’ [12] and such practices remain widespread today. It is important, however, not to assume that all extended family relationships are supportive, and to be aware that many family relationships are subject to negotiation as well as obligation [13].

Although similar support can also flow between friends and neighbours, some research indicates the difference specifically family support can make. For example, one study of elderly women found that low levels of family support were associated with poor psychological well-being regardless of support from friends and membership of a social network [14]. Such findings suggest that where family policy seeks to replicate the processes and benefits of actual family care (where it is unavailable) there is a limit to the extent to which it can successfully do that.

- **Sense of personal and group identity**
  The sense of identity which individuals derive from belonging to a family helps to explain the association between psychological well-being and family support. Older members of the extended family educate children in ‘the language of the group’, [15] communicate distinctive aspects of wider group identity to children as new members and act as the repositories and transmitters of culture [16].

  For example, in traditional Maori culture, family identity is implicit in notions of whanaunatanga: knowing one’s lineage and ancestors. Determining the place of each individual in wider Maori society requires understanding how someone is related to the other members of their whanau (family), hapu (subtribe) or iwi (tribe) [17]. Successful solutions to social problems rely on these principles: when Maori are in treatment for alcohol and drug misuse, programmes that draw in the extended family enhance addicts’ sense of belonging and relatedness and thereby contribute to recovery [18].
The concept of drawing in as many family members as possible to help an individual has been extended to other areas of social policy in other countries through the Family Group Conferencing model [19]. Canadian, British and many other countries' child protection proceedings use it to explore family-based alternatives to taking children into local authority care [20].

The importance of family policy

Obviously families can fail to fulfil all the functions described above, because of internal and external pressures. Ensuring the vulnerable are sufficiently protected, (particularly children, those with disabilities and older people) is perceived to be a key responsibility of welfare states and socially responsible governments. This can require family policy measures which intervene directly in family life as indicated in the last example, or which reduce external stressors on family- and other care-givers, whether these are financial or more broadly circumstantial.

More detailed examples will be given at the end of this paper but typical policies such as taxation systems recognising economic interdependencies between related individuals and monetary assistance with childcare enabling both parents to work, can relieve financial pressures on families. Leave requirements backed by legal force make it incumbent upon employers to enable their staff to spend time with their families to fulfil domestic responsibilities.

It is important to be realistic that family policy is no different to any other type of policy in that its legitimacy is predicated on there being a problem needing government attention at some level for its alleviation. Writing about family policy in the Republic of Ireland, Julia Griggs concluded that ‘families remain reluctant to accept interference in this very private realm. Intervention is only really considered valid in areas in which families cannot find their own solutions’ [21]. A survey carried out by the European Research Centre at Loughborough University in 2002, as part of a much wider comparative study looking at family policy across the European Union (EU), found that people invoked their right to support from the government alongside their right to organise their lives in private [22].

Yet while agreeing that respect for family autonomy is of paramount importance, family policy tends to be too narrowly conceived in many jurisdictions and does not give sufficient attention to the vital priority of preventing family breakdown, despite the broader policy shift towards early intervention in problems to mitigate harm ‘downstream’. Moreover, as, US policy theorist Karen Bogenschneider emphasises, family policy, by definition, has to be about the family and about relationships, usually those between parents themselves and between parents and their children. When policies specifically concerned with children or women are equated with family policy this is incorrect and when family policy is exclusively concerned with the parent-child relationship and ignores the relationship between the adults in the family or non-resident parents this leaves a yawning gap. An exclusive focus on or excessive preoccupation with children ignores the importance to those children of the relationship between their parents. Moreover, family can be a code word for mother and child, with scant, if any, attention to the father [24].

Defining family policy

Family policy is the subcategory of social policy that is particularly focused on supporting or strengthening the functions that families carry out. According to the UN Programme on the Family these are: reproduction, care, emotional support and intergenerational solidarity (the close interpersonal ties seen across two or more generations within families, characterized by interdependence and mutual support) [25].

Definitions of family policy offered in academic literature differ markedly according to their intended scope. Some are provided here to draw out important and diverse perspectives on its legitimate remit. Moen and Schorr define family policy as ‘a widely agreed-on set of objectives for families, toward the realization of which the state (and other major social institutions) deliberately shapes programmes and policies’ [26], whereas Kamerman and Kahn include within family policy ‘everything that government does to and for the family’ [27].
Kamerman and Kahn also distinguish between explicit policies designed to achieve specific goals regarding families from the more implicit ‘family perspective in policy making’ [28]. Explicit policies focus on family creation, economic support, childrearing and family caregiving [29] while a ‘family perspective in policy making’ has an eye to the impact on family well-being (in terms of, for example, family stability, family relationships and the family’s ability to carry out its responsibilities) of any policy or programme whether or not it was specifically or primarily designed to affect families.

In addition to the examples given earlier, family policy includes child maintenance after parental separation, the legal framework of divorce, domestic violence, underage crime, elder care, teenage pregnancy and tax and benefit reforms that remove disincentives for couples to live together openly. While policies concerning healthcare, housing, poverty, substance abuse, and unemployment may not be aimed specifically at families, very often a comprehensive treatment of the issues to be tackled requires a family perspective: understanding how families contribute to and are affected by problems, and whether they need to be involved in solutions [30].

Housing shortages for example, in countries like the United Kingdom with large populations relative to landmass, tend to take the fact of family breakdown and the pressures it creates on the housing stock as a given. Separating parents require two dwellings rather than one and this can mean two family-sized homes if they are sharing care of their children.

Health inequalities tend to be transmitted intergenerationally: parents who were inadequately nurtured themselves and who did not learn good health behaviours will struggle to raise their children in a way that will improve health outcomes for them. Income poverty plays a key role but wider family factors are highly influential. Many young people who struggle with addictions to drugs and alcohol cite the absence of fathers while they were growing up and the pain caused by inadequate social recognition of the loss this often entails, as important contributors to substance misuse [31].

New territory for family policy

Family change across the world in response to both opportunities and challenges is not new [32]. Governments everywhere have to grapple with the implications of these far-reaching changes, which present different challenges within and between global regions and can threaten to undermine the social and economic well-being of wider society. In the world’s poorer nations, family dynamics can alter drastically in contexts of high prevalence of disease and war, but many of the more advantaged Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) countries have also seen profound transitions in family life, especially over the last 40 years. These include (but are not limited to) changes in family structure and the greater instability of the family unit, shifts and imbalances to male/female contributions to the domestic and industrial division of labour and changing obligations and responsibilities between generations. Similar changes have taken place at different times in different countries. For example, marriage breakdown in Spain increased by 290% between 1996 and 2006, before which the divorce rate was significantly lower than in many comparable European nations [33].

European social policy expert Professor Linda Hantrais states that ‘the main question raised by changes in patterns of family formation and dissolution concerns their impact on the future of the family as a basic social institution and the role the state can and should play in shaping family structure through its economic and social policies’ [34]. Almost 20 per cent of households across the 29 OECD countries are headed by lone parents, with outlier countries like Latvia experiencing double that figure [35].

Governments are particularly concerned with how changes in families’ structure compromise their ability to care for their vulnerable members, most notably members who are very young, very old or chronically ill. Consequently, family policy often focuses on improving outcomes for children, but is becoming increasingly concerned with rising numbers of elderly people who are, or will be, lacking in family support with clear implications for state spending requirements.
The dominant family trends of the last forty years summarised above, that have affected all Western nations to a greater or lesser extent, are placing increasing pressure on the public purse, and therefore on governments, to do more to address the problem of different forms of family breakdown. Broadly this includes divorce and separation, father absence and extremely poor family functioning. Whereas previously the dominant perspective was that family breakdown was not something amenable to change, and even something that need not worry us unduly, it can be contended that we are in a time of uncertainty, a ‘punctuation point’ when this dominant paradigm is facing a crisis, not least because the fiscal pressures on many welfare states are intensifying.

Times of crisis make radical change possible. Heffernan suggests ‘if the paradigm “ain’t broke”, radical ideational suggestions to “fix it” will not find practical expression within the purview of the state. Only when a status quo is considered “broke” and economic needs and political demands require change, can ideas be advanced to dramatically “fix it”’. We are arriving at a moment where prevention of family breakdown should be seen not only as a legitimate concern for governments but an essential one given the costs involved. These were last calculated at £46 bn per annum for the United Kingdom alone.

**Family policy as the handmaiden to economic policy**

Evans and Cerny describe the emergence of the ‘competition state’ out of the welfare state, in which governments are obliged to focus all their efforts on laying the conditions for economic success and using all tools of policy, including social policy, to that end. The competition state successor to the welfare state, ‘incorporates many of its features but reshaping them, sometimes quite drastically, to fit a globalising world’. The opening up of national economies to global forces on a vast scale makes it even harder for governments to pursue social policy without very close alignment to economic policy. For example, Hudson and Lowe describe how, in the United Kingdom, the emergence of the ‘workfare’ state, (which conceives of welfare and provides it primarily as an incentive to work) and the specific policies and programmes that were designed and driven by it, was a response to the way in which foreign investment was funnelled into the country. Employment was siphoned away from the traditional industrial heartlands and conditions established in which the new service-based economy could flourish.

This radically changed the landscape of many communities in the United Kingdom (and in the United States), not least by sharply reducing the numbers of unskilled and semi-skilled jobs traditionally undertaken for men and thereby undermining their ability to take a breadwinning role within families. Rowthorn and Webster have shown how high numbers of women raising children on their own tend to be found in UK areas with high male unemployment, suggesting the existence of structural barriers to family formation and there have been similar findings in US data. Financial barriers have also emerged in the design of state support for families in both of these countries, with benefit payment systems militating against some low income couples living together and sharing parenting responsibilities on a daily basis, through what has come to be known as the couple penalty.

Researchers disagree as to whether couple formation materially penalises families on welfare, with lone parents and children typically better off than low-income couples when the financial requirements of a second adult in the household are taken into consideration, or is simply perceived to do so. Whichever is the case, official figures reveal ‘missing couples’ or significantly few couples (and higher numbers of lone parents) at certain points in the income spectrum where welfare benefits are concentrated, indicating that behaviour is being driven by actual or perceived financial risk.

Better education, skills training and effective policies and programmes that help men and women access the labour market and earn a living wage (that does not require a significant financial ‘top up’ from the state in the form of tax credits and other welfare benefits), will be increasingly essential going forward. However, barriers to family formation and pressures on families to separate are not simply economic and structural they are also cultural.
Changing expectations

In countries and communities where there are high numbers of children being raised without both birth parents, the sense that the close involvement of both parents advances children’s best interests, has been steadily eroded. A recent study of the most disadvantaged neighbourhoods in England and Wales found micro-communities (of just over 1600 households) where single parenthood was particularly concentrated, with three quarters of households headed by one parent, typically a mother, raising children on their own [47]. Yet, the UK Government is unequivocal about children’s need for fathers: ‘Fathers and mothers matter to children’s development. Father-child relationships, be they positive, negative or lacking, have profound and wide ranging impacts on children that last a lifetime, particularly for children from the most disadvantaged backgrounds’ [48].

Not only is the cost to the state of high levels of family breakdown increasingly unsustainable, as mentioned earlier, but its negative effects on children’s outcomes do not seem to have diminished regardless of the far greater normalisation or social acceptance of divorce, separation and living in what used to be described as ‘broken homes’ [49]. Similarly research indicates the physical and mental health and wellbeing gains for older people with intact relationships.

As stated earlier, there has been much scepticism over the ability of family policy to arrest these social trends – and the desirability of it doing so. Many assume that the high levels of family breakdown currently being experienced by many Western nations are inevitable. While it is sobering that there are as yet no clear examples of countries which have seen a reversal of breakdown rates, there have always been significant barriers to the development of a national or supranational strategy to tackle family breakdown which need to be addressed. These include, but are not restricted to, how family change is perceived.

How politics shapes, enables and constrains policy formation

McKie and Cunningham Burley have noted that ‘Family research and policy work reflect a range of political, moral and academic positions and as such are often hotly contested. Thus the potential to debate and develop evidence-informed policies could be difficult’ [50]. This seems particularly apposite when describing the problematic treatment of family breakdown by social policy. The dramatic variations in family living arrangements as a result of a declining fertility rate and increases in cohabitation, single-parenthood, parental separation and divorce, step-families, same-sex unions and people choosing to live alone are interpreted in highly contrasting ways.

Putting it simply, the formation of two polarised perspectives on modern relationships has been observed, one of which is largely negative and the other primarily positive [51]. The more pessimistic view of family change sees it as decline with the growth of individualism regarded as threatening to family stability of the family and children’s well-being. The breakdown of family ties is part of the bigger picture of societal demoralisation, alienation and fragmentation.

In contrast, the more liberal and optimistic perspective sees family change as positive, with breakdown freeing adults and children from oppressive and conflictive situations. Family diversity and choice are considered to facilitate greater democracy in personal relations. Rather than children’s vulnerability, their resilience and adaptability are emphasised when parents separate. The policy response promoted by this perspective urges greater support and information for parents and children to enable them to exercise their rights and avail themselves of choices as circumstances change.

There are serious limitations to both of these perspectives [52]. The more pessimistic view of the family, at its most extreme, effectively argues for ‘turning the clock back’ to a halcyon era of marriage and family. Such harking back not only ignores the disadvantages of less flexible role expectations of family members which may have ‘boxed in’ both men and women to societal expectations, but also the vastly altered social and economic landscape in many countries. Women’s educational qualifications frequently exceed those of their male counterparts, causing sweeping changes in the labour market and profoundly challenging stereotypical views of the male breadwinner and the at-home mother. The more optimistic view is criticised for ignoring
enduring inequalities in today’s couple relations as evinced in the domestic division of labour and persistence of domestic violence [53] which, according to the Home Office, one in four women will experience at some point in their lives [54].

Rarely acknowledged, however, is the profound pessimism of the supposedly optimistic view of family change, as it assumes nothing can be done to reduce the rate of family breakdown. In policy terms its main focus is on helping parents and children cope with the aftermath of breakdown. It elides the difficulties for all parties in blended- or step-families and rarely makes their fragility clear. Children often feel out-of-place, supplanted or unwelcome. Obviously many do adjust and do so very well, but in doing so they may lose contact with their non-resident parent and one set of biological grandparents. Moreover, if the stepfamily subsequently breaks down, they often lose step-siblings and step-parents to whom they have become attached. US studies show that between 30 and 40 percent of stepchildren see their parent and step-parent divorce [55] and in Canada, parents of children born into stepfamilies are three times more likely to separate before they reached ten years old than those born into intact two-parent families [56].

Given the harms associated with family instability, a better starting point for family policy would be to treat the trend towards greater fragility as something that is not inevitable. This requires heeding the optimists’ call for better information: greater public awareness of the effects of relationship breakdown on adults, children and ultimately on society, might, in many cases, act as a deterrent. Qualitative research shows that many who initiated family breakdown proceedings would have found it helpful to have been warned about the harsh realities of family life post-separation [57].

While many governments support the challenging job of parenting in a range of ways, sustained and widely available support for couple relationships has been far less forthcoming. Yet one of the most pernicious drivers of poverty and of poor mental and physical health and well-being, is the breakdown of adult relationships. Children’s welfare is tightly bound up with how well their parents relate together and they tend to be the most vulnerable when families break down. Penny Mansfield CBE, Director of the relationship research organisation One Plus One states that:

‘The evidence is compelling that stable, harmonious relationships improve the quality of life for adults and children but how do we - or indeed can we - create the conditions in which such relationships are nurtured? Whilst there is ample evidence that the quality of parental relationships is a critical social factor for children, politicians, policy makers and practitioners are wary of adult relationships. Current policy mainly addresses families as individuals, ignoring the defining feature of adult life, for good and ill, interdependence.’ [58]

Scant acknowledgement of the importance of relationship breakdown in political language and preventive policy response is partly explained by the fact that in this area, perhaps more than in any other, politicians, policy-makers, academics and social commentators, are painfully aware of their own frailty [59]. Their own extended or nuclear families will typically be complicated and may have broken down, either because their own parents parted or because their own marriages and partnerships have faltered. Many are fearful of appearing to moralise. However, given the human, social and financial costs of this issue, governments cannot afford to neglect it or allow it to go undebated. Policy actors will increasingly have to bracket out their personal experiences and consider how to meet the challenge of family breakdown.
Family policy that looks across the whole family

Family policy which is fit for purpose has to avoid the limitations of what might be termed the lifeboat approach: ‘women and children first’. This can easily lead to the conclusion that fathers are of residual value to families, regardless of the significant boost to outcomes they can bring in children’s lives.

In some areas it is clear that policy will have to focus on meeting needs previously undertaken by families, such as where there are significant child protection or domestic abuse concerns, or where older people are very lonely or isolated and alternatives to family support are the only option. However, where families – and particularly absent fathers – are an untapped but available resource, it is vital that they remain the first port of call wherever appropriate.

As stated earlier, relationships between adults have to move from their current position at the periphery (if they feature at all) to become a central concern of family policy. Policy makers need to investigate how to construct truly family-centred policies which will aim, among other things, to deliver greater relationship stability. This final section will consider a range of measures to address the pressures on families, for example from work and the media which can also compromise their ability to function beneficially, in which the prevailing culture can play a significant part. Given the importance of families to the welfare of the nation, it makes enormous sense for governments to go beyond simply aspiring to being ‘family-friendly’. Ultimately they need to play their part in creating an environment that builds resilience in all citizens of a nation, adults and children, by actively strengthening the family.

Prevention of family breakdown

Avoid couple penalties in benefits systems

Some countries’ (notably the United States and United Kingdom) welfare systems, which offer protection for those who are unemployed or on low incomes, inadvertently penalise couple formation by giving more generous benefits to parents raising children on their own, than to two-parent families. Although the aim is to decrease child poverty, these measures can ignore the large numbers of children living in couple families and have the effect of disincentivising couples from raising children together. Designing benefits in a way that avoids such ‘couple penalties’ is vital.

Recognise marriage

Research from the UK, the US and other OECD countries highlights the greater instability of more informal relationships such as cohabitation. Explicit recognition of marriage in the taxation system is a key way for governments to send a signal that commitment within families is important and valued. Many OECD countries, such as Australia, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Korea, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Spain, Switzerland and the USA already treat the family as an economic unit for taxation purposes in a range of ways, including spousal allowances, credits, joint filing and income splitting. However this is not the case in Finland, Greece, Hungary, Mexico, New Zealand, Sweden, Turkey and the United Kingdom, where there is individual taxation and no recognition of spousal obligation. Countries recognising spousal interdependencies should continue to do so and those which do not need to consider acknowledging the social benefits of marriage through fiscal means.

Community-based support for families, not just for mothers and children

Australia and Norway statutorily provide relationship support for couples and parenting programmes through their networks of family relationship centres. Their prevalence across
both nations helps to guarantee a high level of awareness that there are trusted services
easily available. The aim in these and other countries is to normalise seeking help with close
relationships and reduce cultural resistance to it, in much the same way as it has become
commonplace to register with primary care services when expecting a baby and attend ante- and
post-natal programmes.

These centres are important both for the prevention of relationship breakdown and
for mitigating the effects of breakdown by offering post-separation support, therapy and
programmes to help with challenging parenting and other issues and signposting where
necessary, for example to effective domestic abuse services. Enabling people to manage family
breakdown better must also be a policy priority as ‘picking up the pieces of fragmented lives is no
easy task’ [60].

Also, acknowledging the role of grandparents and the difficulties they can face in seeing
their grandchildren when their children's relationships breakdown is essential, as research shows
they tend to help their grandchildren in many ways. They often provide emotional comfort for
children experiencing difficulties as teenagers or conflict with their parents whether families are
intact or not. They can also help them to cope with the fallout when family breakdown occurs.
Ensuring grandparents are adequately represented in family law and able to access assistance
where necessary to navigate difficult relationships with in-laws post-separation, could make a
significant difference to the children they are often well-placed to support.

It is vital that community-based services and related policies recognise the importance of
fathers (especially young fathers) to children's development. Family centres that only cater for
mothers can reinforce men’s sense that they are of secondary or no importance to their children.
It has been estimated in the UK that a million children have negligible or no contact with their
fathers [61].

Going beyond government action – the role of the welfare society

Non-governmental and private sector organisations have a vital role to play in building
strong communities where families are mutually supportive, children feel safe and older people
are valued and respected. Schools-based parenting support that brings families together can help
to build social capital and strengthen relationships between adults in different families so that
people become a resource to each other in other aspects of life. A wide range of agencies working
in effective partnership together can ensure older people who might otherwise be lonely or
isolated have plenty of social and other activities. Where these involve children and young people
this can help to build strong intergenerational links [62].

Some commercial firms provide services for their employees to help them with parenting and
there is significant potential to expand the capacity of the parenting and relationship education
sector (largely delivered through non-governmental or ‘third’ sector organisations) through
this means [63]. It is in employers' interests to enable their staff to have easy access to such
assistance as parenting and relationship difficulties are leading causes of absenteeism.

Facilitating sustainable work-life integration and acknowledging global care chains

Similarly, employers' and governmental policies which enable individuals to manage both
their work and domestic responsibilities will help to relieve pressures on families. It is not only
parents who need flexibility in work schedules or work locations: it is becoming increasingly
common for people to manage a range of caring roles alongside work, looking after older
relatives, disabled adults or grandchildren.

Moreover, some parents work in different countries or even continents from their children
and send financial remittances home to extended family members, often grandparents, who have
daily care and responsibility for them. The term, ‘global care chains’ has been used to describe
migrants' movement from poor to rich countries to look after other people's children or elderly
relatives while leaving their own behind [64].

Certain countries such as Indonesia, Thailand and the Philippines have particularly high
numbers of citizens working and living abroad. The Philippines sends labour migrants to over 100
countries and more than 10 per cent of its population work or live abroad. There may be positive economic benefits for the family although financial remittances may be inadequate make a significant improvement to the lives of the families left behind.

The Government of the Philippines has a range of policies and services to help overseas workers and their families, for example insurance and healthcare benefits, education and training, social and family welfare services as well as assistance for workers. Non-governmental and community organisations in the country also provide services and programmes for migrants and their children.

At a supranational level, there is also a United Nations International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of their Families [65]. In signing up to its 93 Articles, nations commit to uphold a range of rights and duties towards migrants and their families, and to protect them against adverse treatment from governments in the countries where they work. However, implementation of this UN convention is patchy and needs to be a higher policy priority of governments both sending and receiving migrants.

**Tackling the commercialisation and sexualisation of children**

Parents in many countries are concerned about the pressures their children are under to grow up too quickly, whether from the sexualisation of many aspects of life which impinge upon them before they are ready and able to cope with this kind of influence or from a commercialised society’s relentless urge to consume. A comprehensive range of policies to adequately address these legitimate and widespread concerns need to call businesses, the media and internet service providers to account. An independent review commissioned by the UK Government identified four key areas for policy attention [66].

- the sexualised imagery that has become a ‘wallpaper’ to children’s lives;
- clothing, products and services for children;
- children as consumers;
- making parents’ voices heard.

The recommendations this review made in each area have a high degree of relevance to any other country trying to make progress on this important agenda.

**Conclusion**

This description of comprehensive family policy that takes into account a wide range of relationships and influences might seem to be a call for greater and unwarranted state intrusion into family life. However, it is necessary to acknowledge that public and private spheres are in no way insulated from each other. As Bourdieu states ‘The public vision… is deeply involved in our vision of domestic things and our most private behaviours themselves depend on public actions, such as housing policy or, more directly family policy. The public/private boundary does not suggest two isolated spheres but a permeable interface, which shapes and is shaped by our personal lives’ [67]. At the same time, anthropologist Geoff Dench makes the important point that we must relearn the lesson that a sound polity has to be built around respect for the autonomy and privacy of the private realm [68].

These two contrasting perspectives can be held in tension by realising that strong families based on committed and supportive relationships that are sustained and nurtured by a culture that values sufficient time and income, will require less, not more involvement from governmental and other organisations. Welfare states’ intervention is significantly ramped up when families break down. Most notably, example parents raising children on their own often need to apply for public assistance if they are to avoid extreme financial poverty. When parenting becomes inadequate, neglectful or abusive, social workers and other statutory services have to step in to help remedy that situation. The children involved may ultimately need to be removed from their parents’ care and looked after by the state.

A family-friendly culture in business will help to ensure employees take full advantage
of organisational policies designed to help them achieve and maintain effective work-family integration. Employers of lower-income staff are also coming under increasing pressure to pay them a living wage that can sustain family life, without the need for incomes to be topped up through government-funded subsidies such as tax credits.

Recognising that the behaviours and attitudes that tend to be associated with marriage are protective factors against relationship instability, governments which help to foster a pro-marriage culture through their policies will help to challenge what has been described as a ‘culture of relationship breakdown’ [69]. The great English writer D H Lawrence made the crucial point that ‘it is marriage, perhaps, which had given man the best of his freedom, given him a little kingdom of his own within the big kingdom of the state.’ He goes on to ask ‘Do we then want to break marriage? If we do break it, it means that we fall to a far greater extent under the direct sway of the state’ [70].

Given the current high rates of relationship breakdown in many countries, the significant pressures that are on family life and the trend towards more informal and less durable partnership forms, governments and key agents of civil society cannot afford any longer to take a laissez-faire approach. Framing a range of family policies around the intention to strengthen rather than supplant this vital institution is indispensable for individual, community and societal resilience and, paradoxically, for ensuring that in the future many more families will be less reliant on governments, exercising a greater degree of self-determination and in the best possible position for all members to achieve their potential.
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